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DEMO NSTR.ATI.ON MERCUR I AL BAROMETERS

No. 1297. No. l2A7A. No.

tr:07. BAROMETER TUBE, with stopcock. By slanting
-:rs tube with its open end in a cup of mercury, the *.rI
; -n' can easily be drawn up past trre stopcock,- thus pro-

:ing a rapid method for making an brdinary exferi-
:-:ntal barometer. It has a Z-mm bore. Mercuiy is not-;,uded. Eacii, 94.001:07A. BAR0METER TUBE, with Funnel rop and
$rrpcocks. For easy filling and emptying. It is graiuated
':r,rr1 100 to 780 mm in millimetel-diiisions, numbered
-; and down every 20 mm. over-a[ length is rc4 cm.

Each, $1I".84n:{J8. BAROMETER TUBE, siphon Type. consists ofi.: unfilled barometer tube of 4-mm boie, with the top
: -; closed and with a u bend and open bulb at the lowdr
; - r. It is 80_ cm long. Each, $1.65l:10. BAROMETER T.!rBE, siphon Type, FiIIei. con-

No. I2I IA.
L:11. MERCURY WELL. A cast-iron cup 5 cm inI :meter, 3 cm high, and with a pouring lip. Each, $0.6slj 11A. MERCURY DISPENSER, pipette and Reser-c':Iir. A convenient, ,device for introducing mercury into
- 1n3. of small bore. The reservoir is filled through an in-

r'l . rn the side and by placing the thumb over thd opening:;: fxow from the outlet can be nicely controlled. lf rras I;*:acity of 30 ml. Each, $1.4S

These Two Mounted Units
,Are Conyenient To Use

No. 1216. No. I 216A.

T2L6, DEMONSTRATION I}TERCURY BAROMETER.
A glass tube 85 cm long with a stopcock and funnel at the
top is attached to a rneter scale mounted on a metal
support. The tube connects to a mercury reservoir at the
bottom which also has a connection for attaching a hand
gump. Mercury is pumped up the tube past the itopcock.
The stopcock is then closed, the pump is disconriected,
and the mercury level immediately rius to barometricheight. Each, g21.so

L2I6A. DEMONSTRATION MERCURY BAROME.
TER, and Yacuum Gauge. For use under a tall form of belljar on a pump plate. A glass barometer tube of 4-mm bore
is attached to a metric scale g3 cm long which may be
clamped to a circular metal base plate 91m in diarneter,
which holds it in a verticar positlon. The tube is to b;
filled with mercury and then inverted in a mercury well
supported on the plate. The scale may be adjusted io that
its zero coincides' with the level of *.r"*ry in the well,
thereby giving direct readings. The bell jri and mercury
are not included. No. 1483 Bell Jar is reiommended. 

r

Each, $12.50

r 208

No. I2l l.
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PRACTTCAL LOW-PRICED MERCU RIAL B,AROMETER

Simple to Adiust
Reods to 0.0.l inch qnd 0..l mm

Cleor Eosy-To-Reod Scqles

No. I 21 2F. No. I 21 4.

1212F. BAROMETBR MOUNT. Of
formed metal, 3Vzx36Vz inches, with
holes for suspending on the wall and for
attaching the brackets supplied with No.
1215 or No. 12158 Barometer. It has a

gray Hammerloid finish. Each, $6.75
7ziq. BARoMETER CASE, with
Glass Front. For No. I2l5 or No. tzt58
Barometer, .with lock and key.

Each, $16.00

The Best B<lrometer
for the

Elementory LoborotorY

I2I5. MERCURIAL BAROMETER,. ThiS iNStTUMENt iS

well suited for laboratories needing a good serviceable

barometer at low cost yet sufficiently accurate for average

use. It is practical to Lave one mounted in every science

classroom and laboratory.

Entire Mercury Colurnn Visible

It consists of a straight tube of 4-mm bore immersed
in a mercury cistern and held in a V-shaped rigid metal
frame. The front of the V is open to make the entire length
of the mercury column visible so that students can see

exactly how it works. !

Plastic Qi5{sm-[mprov ed zero Adiustment

The cistern is a clear plastic vessel held between two
Bakelite disks, the upper of which prevents contamination
of the mercury. Tht Gvel of the mercury in the cistern is

adjusted by forcing a float down into the mercury to giye

th; necessiry displacement. Zero level is indicated by the
lower tip of a Monel-metal "zero pin" extending dgwn TJo
the cistern near the front where it is clearly visible. The
adjustment is made by a knurled nut located on the cistern
corer behind the frame. Binding posts are provided so

that indication of the zero setting by electrical contact
between zero pin and mercury can be used if desired.

Scales Etched on Stainless Steel

The inch scale extends from 25 inches to 3L inches,

divided into tenths, with ten part vernier giving readings

to 0.01 inch. The metric scale extends from 63.5 cm to
78.8 crr, divided into ffiffi, with a ten part vernier giving
readings to 0.1 mm. This range is sufficient for all altitudes
from .eu level to four thousand feet. The inch and centi-

meter scales, filled black for good visibility, are etched on

a single plate to insure accurate agreement, the plate being

carefirlly adjusted at the factory for proper distance from
the zeto pin.

Meniscus CIearlY Yisible

A milk glass panel mounted in a metal frame behind

the upper leiel of the mercury provides_ diffused illumi-
nation and a light background against which to view the

meniscus. The lower edge of the plate on which the

verniers are etched servei as the index, or zeto, of the

vernier. A metal strip attached to the vernier plate and

extending around to tire rear of the tube has its lower edge

always |t the same level as the index. By aligning these

two LOg.t with the meniscus, parallax error can be elimi-

nated from the setting.
The barometer iube is shipped filled with mereury

and ready to be inserted within the frame by the user'

Simple assembly instructions are included. The frame is
finiihed in gray }lammerloid and the over-all length is
3g inches. i centigrade-Fahrenheit thermometer is at-

tached to the tront. 
v 

Each, $38.50

12158. MERCURIAL BAROMBTBR, For High Alti'
tudes. Same as No. 1215, but with the metric scale grad;

uated from 52 to 66 cm, and with the inch scale graduated

from 20.5 to 27 inches, making the barometer suitable for

use at altitudes from l,oco to t 0,000 feet above sea level.
Each, $39.75

No. 1215.
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PRECISION MERCU RIAL BAROMETER

The ldeo I

Lqborotory Stondord

12L8. MERCURIAL BAROMETER, IJ.S. Weather
Bureau Type. This precision barometer is recommended
as a laboratory standard and for routine observations of
high accuracy. Its wide range and portability make it
suitable for field work.

DESCRIPTION

The instrument is a Fortin type barometer using a

heavy-walled glass tube of 6 mm inside diameter, vacuum-
filled with mercury, and placed open end down in a cistern
of mercury. The tube and cistern are supported and pro-
tected by a metal casing in which two vertical slots have
been cut at the front and rear near the upper end for
viewing the upper level of the mercury column. The portion
enclosing the cistern has somewhat larger diameter than
the upper part and contains a cylindrical glass window
through which the lower level of the mercury can be
viewed. Each mercury level is sufficiently exposed to re-
ceive proper illumination. A metal ring by which the ba-
rometer may be suspended is attached to the top of the
casing.

Rack and Pinion Yernier Adiustment
The metric and inch scales are engine divided on

nickel silver plates attached one on each side of the front
slot. The vernier plate, the lower edge of which is the
index, or zero, of both verniers, moves smoothly in the slot
between the two scales and butts closely to them, elimi-
nating parallax error from the readings. A portion of the
vernier plate extending to the rear of the tube has its lower
edge always at the same level as the index, providing means
for eliminating parallax error in sighting on the meniscus.
The vernier plate is adjusted by rack and pinion, the pinion
knob being conveniently placed slightly below the scales.

The metric scale is divided in millimeters from 61 cm
to 81.3 cffi, with every centimeter numbered. The Z}-part
metric vernier permits readings to 0.05 mm. The inch scale
is divided to 0.05 inch from the 24 inches to 32.7 inches
and its Zl-part vernier provides readings to 0.002 inch.
The highest readings obtainable with the verniers are 80.5
cm and 3I.65 inches, respectively. The barometer is there-
tore suitable for elevations from about 1500 feet below to
about 6,000 feet above sea level.

Portable

The mercury level is adjusted by means of a knurled
screw mounted at the bottom of the casing and pushing
:gainst the flexible bottom of the cistern. The zera level is
.ndicated by the lower tip of an ivory point permanently
::.xed to the ceiling of the cistern and accurately adjusted at
he factory to coincide with zero of the scales. When the

.."nurled screw is turned all the way into the casing, mer-
: try fills the entire cistern and tube except for a very small
.clume to allow for thermal expansion. In this condition
::re barometer can be placed in any position within 60o of
' ;rtical and is therefore portable.

The metal parts of the barometer have a durable,
::tractive, black nickel finish. A mercury thermometer with
: range of -L}oC to +50oC and +10oF to +120"F is
:-".-runted on the front of the casing.

No. 1220 Mounting Board is recommended for use
, .:h this barometer but is not included. Each, $107.50

Reods to 0.002 inch ond 0.05 mm

Rock-ond-Pi nion Vernier Adiustment

Engine-Divided Sco les

Porollox Errors Minimized

Suitoble for A,ltitudes
Up to 6000 Feet

View of
Metric Scole qnd Vernier

1220. BAROMETER MOUNT.
ING BOARD. This board is very
desirable as a permanent mounting
for No. l2l8 Barometer.

It consists of a nicely finished
walnut board 3Vzx43 inches to
which the following are attached:
a brass bracket to receive the ring
at the top of the barometer, a
steadying ring with screws to clamp
about the cistern, and milk glass
reflectors at the upper and lower
mercury levels to give proper illu-
mination and background for view-
ing the surfaces when making set-

No. tr 218.

with No. 1220
Mounting Boordtings. Each, $19.50
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PRECISION MARINE BAROMETER

Reods to 0.002 tnch qnd 0.1 Millibor

No Zero Adiustment

Gloss-Enclosed Scoles

Meets U.S. NovY SPecificqtions

1225. MBRCURIAL BAROMETER, Precision Marine
Type. This instrument will meet the requirements of those

tt".Oit g the finest mercury barometer available. It was

designJd by \['elch according to LJ.S. Navy specifications

and is supplied to the Navy and to various other users,

both for sirip-board and for laboratory installations. It reads

by vernier to 0.002 inch and to 0.1 millibar.

LJses lrixed Cistern

The need for zero adjustment has been eliminated in

this design. The instrument uses a mercury cistern three

inches in diameter, which gives a ratio of vertical move-

ment of the mercury in the cistern for a change of eleva-

tion of the mercury in the tube of almost 1 to 100' By

compensating the siale graduations to correct for the slight

error, a permanent ,eri of the scales is obtained. In other
words, ; reading of the barometer scale gives the true
reading of the birometer at all times without further ad-

justmeit. The possibility of zero-setting error thus no

longer exists.
Convenient to Read

The scales are of nickel silver and when mounted on

the barometer shell are completely enclosed by a sleeve

of glass tubing. Eyen atter years of service the seales will
be bright and the mercury tube clean.

The ineh scale is graduated to 0.05 inch and is read

by a 25-part vernier 6 0.002 inch. The mitlibar scale is

giaduated to z millibars and is read by u ?O-part vernier

to 0.1 millibar. The verniers are moved by a rack q'd
pinion operated by a thumb nut on the outside of the ba-

rometer shell. An attached thermometer reads from 10oF

to 120"F' 
Built for seagoing service

To prevent tube breakage by disruptive surges of

mercury ioward the top of th; tube when the ship ro]}s,

the central portion of t[re tube contains a capilla{ section

L6.5 inches- long. This provides a drag on sudden move-

ments of the mer",.rry *itrrout affecting the accuracy. This

same feature is of Ldvantage whenever transporting the

barometer.
For use in stationary locations the barometer may be

supported by the metal iit g at the top of the she}l. The

instrument ft shipped with ttre tube vacuum-filled^ ?4 in

place ready for operation. Without case. Each, $165'00

L225L. MARINE BAROMETER, In Case. For all sea-

going installations, and for protection and convenience in

itatiorrury installations, this instrument and case are rec-

ommendld. The barometer is the same as No. lZZ5. The

case is of .opp.r with a full-length glass d9gt, and provided

ilh-u ting*o-urn, support with gimbal- joint which holds

the baro*Jt"r vertical and completely clear of the case to

compensate for,r the roll-of, the ship .when taking' observa-

tioni. When not in use, the barometer retracts into the case.

The ovdr-all dimensions are 6x6Vzx4L inches'
Each, $195.00

No. 12254.
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!

t

I

LA RGE AN E ROID WALL BAROMETE R

l2-INCH DIAL

No. I 233.

When this Borometer is on the clossroom woll, stu-
dents teoch themselves to reod bqrometric pres-
sure <ls noturolly os they reod time with q clock

l:J"}. BAROMETER, Large rvall Model. The teaching;-;€ of this large aneroid barometer is most gratifyingl
;i,,'"ie: lt is mounted on a classroom wall the studints ieui,,; r-;nce at it from time to time each duy, reading its large
*- ::h dial as easily and naturally ur 

'u 
clocli It coi-

,.r -,r' -lrxy reminds them of the relationship between the day,s
'" s: jrrr and atmospheric pressure changls and familiariies:*: '* irh the extent of change normally to be expected.

The mechanism has an operating torque *urry times- ::idr as that of the ordinary aneroid barbmeter, making

unnecessary the tapping customary with small instruments
to overcome slight frictional resistance. Its sensitivity is
nevertheless higher, the backlash lower, and the temper-
ature error negligible. The inch scale is graduated to 0.1
inch of Hg and may be read by estimation io 0.01 inch with
ease. The metric scale is graduated to 1 mm and can be
read by estimation to a.2 mm. It is set for true atmospheric
pressure but can be adapted to sea-level readings by meurrs
of a screw in the bottom of the case. The over-ali dimen-
sions of the walnut case are L4xl4x3 inches. Each, $6s.00

$

ffi & R#THffiTRIC
P Rf;SS U RH

$ t. ,',ffi'$

4F
trsrur$ffi 

ffiTHffis
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DEMONSTRATION ANEROI D BAROMETER
AII Ports Cleorly Visible Within Gloss Dome

You con chonge the "otmosPheric
pressure" within the gloss dome bY
meons of the rubber bulb to show
how the oneroid mechonism works

o

tnstrument indicotes true qtmos-
pheric pressure when Pressure

volve is open

Stonds Verticolly or Horizontolly

a

Gloss Dome ls Removoble

L230. ANEROID BAROMETER, Demonstration Type.
This demonstration barometer uses a well-made aneroid
movement mounted inside a glass dome with all parts in
clear view so that its operation can be studied. In addition
to indicating true atmospheric pressure, the pressure with-
in the dome can be arbitrarily increased by means of a

rubber bulb to show how the mechanism reacts to pres-

sure changes.
The mechanism is mounted on a metal support so

constructed that it will stand with the dial either vertical
or horizontal, permitting observation by large or small

groups. The glass dome, held tightly to the support by two
kttrtl"d nuts, can be removed for close study or adjustment
of the mechanism. An outlet valve and the rubber bulb
with its pressure valve are attached to the rear of the

support. tt e bulb can be removed and suction applied to

th; 
- 
outlet to demonstrate reduced pressure. The dial is

15 cm in diameter and is calibrated in both inches and

centimeters of mercury so that it can be used as the

common aneroid barometer in addition to being an ideal
demonstration instrument. The bulb and connecting rubber
tubing are included. Each, $29.85

PRECISION ANEROID BAROMETER

Temperotu re ComPensoted

L232. ANEROID BAROMETER, Precision Type,
(Taylor). This barometer, which meets Navy and Weather
Bur-eau requirements, is temperature compensated to insure
very accurate readings.

The L}-cm dial is graduated to 0.02 inch and to 1

mm. The mechanism, which may be seen through an open-
ing at the center of the face, is highly corrosion-resistant
urr? wil give long service even under adverse conditiolls.
It may be adjusted to give readings corrected to sea level
at altitudes up to 3500 feet. An extra arrow, serving as a
reference indicator and adjustable by a knob at the center
of the glass face, will show over an interval of time the

extent of rise or fall of pressure. The case is of highly
polished lacquered brass. Each, $35.00No. 1232.
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TWO POPULA,R B,AROMETERS FOR SCHOOLS
Both Hove All Essentiol Feotures

9-cm Diol 12-cm Diol

No. I 236.

For Limited Budgets

1236. ANER0ID BAROMETER, with 9-cm DiaI. This
model is sufficiently accurate for normal use and is in-
expensive. Its 13.5 cm dial reads to 0.05 inch and to 1 mm
and an adjustable reference indicator is mounted on the
front glass cover. An adjustrnent for giving readings
corrected to sea level at altitudes up to 3 500 feet is pro-
t'ided. The mechanism is ruggedly constructed and pro-
tected by a polished brass housing. Its construction may
be seen through an opening in the dial. An instruction sheet
is included. Each, $10.00

No. I239.
1239, ANEROID BAROME'IER, with L2-cm DiaI. Be-
cause of the large, clear divisions on the scale and the
over-all rugged construction, this barometer is well suited
either for the laboratory or for contour work in the field.
The mechanism has practically no backlash.

The 5-inch diameter case is made of heavy, spun
brass, polished and lacquered. The scale is graduated to
0.05 inch and to 1 mm of mercury over a range of. 26 to
31 inches and 66 to 79 cm, respectively. A reference point-
er, adjustable by a knob on the front, indicates the extent
of pressure changes, essential in forecasting weather. An
adjustment is provided to give readings corrected to sea
level for elevations up to 3500 feet. An instruction booklet,
a weather chart, an elevation adjustment guide, and a
cm-inch-millibar conversion chart are included.

Each, $15.00

HIGH-ALTITUDE TYPE

Fine Quolity

Usoble To 6000 Feet

1246. ANEROTD BAROMETER, High-Altitude Type,
(Taylor). Intended for altitudes from 2000 to 6000 feet
above sea level, this barometer reads from 23 to 29 inches
in 0.02-inch divisions. It has a brass case with an adjusting
screw on the back. The face is 13 centimeters in diameter,
has an adjustable stationary hand, and has sharp clear

No. 1246. divisions and numerals. Each, $30.00
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RECORDING BAROMETE RS

I

j

A
PRECISION BAROGRAPH

for
SCIENTIFIC FORECASTING

I ncl u des

Weqther-Forecq st Cho rt
with

lnterchongeoble Printed Forecosts

Cleo r I nstructions

1316. RECORDING BAROMETER, or BarograPh,
(Taylor). The Barograph is a high-grade aneroid barometer
with a long indicating arm and ink stylus which contin-
uously re.ords the barometric pressure on a chart mounted

on a revolving drum. An eight-day, spring-wound, clock
mechanism wiihin the drum drives the drum one revolution
per week and the record is to be changed once a week. The
chart is divided horizontally into 2-hour intervals and

vertically into 0.l-inch pressure increments from 28.00 to
3 1.00 inches. It is adjustable for any altitude from 0 to
3,500 feet.

No. I3l 6.

An instrument of this type is essential in forecasting
weather accurately. A small weather-forecast chart with
interchangeable piinted forecasts, and with instructions for
using the barogiaph and chart, are included. This feature

will -U. particulurly interesting and instructive for class-

room use.
A11 parts are enclosed in an attractive, dust-proof ,

plastic-covered case 32x18.5x16 cm high- A year's supply

bf churts and a bottle of ink are included. Each, $150.00
L318. BAROGRAPH CHARTS, For No. 1316. Box con-

taining one year's supply of charts with range from 28 to
3l inJhes. Box, $3'50

PORTABLE BAROGRAPH

Economicol for Clqssroom

Convenient for Field TriPs

tncludes Two-Yeqr STPPIY of Chorts

1319. RECORDING BAROMETER, "Baroscribe"' The

Baroscribe provides continuous recording of barometric
pressure on u ai*t chart covering a period of ole week. It
iho*r the extent of rise and fall, the rate of change, and

the time the changes occur-information essential to accu-

rate weather forecasting. Its construction is such that it
will stand on a desk, Can be hung on a wall, or can be

conveniently carried. Its range is from 28 to 31 inches of
mercury.

The unit consists of an 8-day, spring-wound clock
movement, with revolving dial and reset knob, mounted

in a brown plastic housing 5V4x4Vzx7L/z inches high. The
chart is 4 inihes in diameter and is visible through a glass

window in the door. A bottle of ink and a box of 100

No. I 319. charts (two-year supply) are included. Each, $9E.00
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ffiir
?,$

FiS

MOUNTED FAH REN HEIT THERMOMETERS

No. 1257.

.l*'S

,4,S

*ij i'tt):,t:.i:t)

tr156. THERMOMETER, Fahrenheit, Mounted. Range:
- i -i 

: [: to 122"F. An easy-to-read thermometer with r.o
;uid, mounted on a white-enameled plate 10 inch_es 

-long.

1 :s6A. THERMOMETER, rndoor, Fahr"r,#fi:til11;o-1
- " =F to l20oF. The magnifying tube and scale are mount-
:",: on an attractive Bakelite back 16 cm long. Each, $0.gs
1:57. THER&IOMETER, Fahrenheit, Bracket-Mounted.i-:rg€: -30oF to lzzoF. The white-enameled mounting
: r:e of this thermometer has a bracket attached at top and
:rri:om to hold it well away from the wall. It is glrz inches
,',1J. The red liquid is easy to read. Each, $2.00

I"605. THERMOMETER, outdoor, Bimetallic. The 4-
inch diameter dial and large red indicator make this instru-
ment easy to read. It has a range of -60oF to 120oF. A
bracket for holding it 4 inches from the wall, facing any
direction, is included. Each, bg.Sb

No. 1262. No. 1265,

L262. THERMOMETER, Fahrenheit, Certified, (Taylor).
Range: -30oF to L20oF. This is a standard weather Bureau
mercury thermometer on a metal mounting which holds
it 2.5 cm away from the wall. A certificate showing the
correction to the nearest 0.1oF at four widely spaced points
is included. The over-all length is 28 cm. Each, $t1.00
1265. THBRMOMETER, Indoor-outdoor. Remote meas-
urement of outdoor temperature is accomplished with this
thermometer by means of a sealed metal bulb which is
connected by a 4}-inch fine metal capillary tube to the
indicator indoors. The expansion of air ls the temperature-
measuring medium. The bulb is 2 inches long and s/a inch
in diameter and is provided with a bracket with which it
is to be mounted outside on a window frame. The capillary
tube is a very rugged type widely used in industrial instru-
mentation. The range of the outdoor indicator is -60oF
to 130oF and that of the indoor indicator is 25oF to
120oF. Both use a wide column of red liquid. The mount-
ing is 9Y2xZVz inches. Each, $2.50

flrcc Scalec

For Coopariron
Centcgnde

FehrcnLeit

Rerurur

No. 1257A. No. 1260.
*:.57A. THERMOMETER, outdoor, Fahrenheit. Range:
^"rr:- to 120oF. The thermometer is mounted withiri a
*.,;i:! tube I inch in diameter held by a metal support. It
r,; , be turned to any direction and the magnified^ tiquid
- : --:r:rrr is easy to see. The over-all length ii z+ cm.

Each, $0.85
--1,15*"1. THERM0METER, Triple-scale, c-F-R. This ther-
-:,::ierer has a wood mounttng25 cm long with Fahrenheit,
".:::grade, and Reaumur Scales. It is used to compare
.:''- r€r&ture readings in the three systems. The red liquid
:r: i;,.S)' to see. The ranges are -40"c to 50oc, -40.F to
I - 'F, and -32"R to 40oR. dach, $1.4S

UNMOUNTED THERMOMETERS
ore listed in the

CHEMICAL APPARATUS SECTION

No. 1256. No. 1256A.
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MAXIMUM-MIN IMUM TH ERMOMETERS

Bimetollic Movement

Lorge Eosy-to-See Pointer

3 Yz-lnch Diol

Mou nting Brocket lncluded

No. 1271.

L27L. TI{ERMON,IETER, Maximum-Minimum, (Taylor),
For indicating the maximum and minimum temperatures
reached since the previous sel"ting. This is a most econom-
ical and practical instrument to mount in- or out-of-doors.
The 3r/z-inch diat has a large easy-to-read scale and nu-

merals. The large indicator, activated by a bimetallic spiral,
shows the correct temperature constantly and sweeps two
smaller indicators, one clockwise to the maximum temper-
ature and the other counterclockwise to the minimum
temperature. They are returned manually to the main in-
dicator by a knob in the center of the dial.

The plastic case has a glass over the dial and is

equippeA *itfr a swivel-mounting bracket which locates the
instr-um ent 3Yz inches from the wall. Each, $7.50

CERTIF IED

WEATHER-BUREAU TYPE
MAXIMUM-MINIMUM

THERMOMETER

No.

1268, THERMOMETER, Maximum-Minimum, (Taylor).
This instrument and its mounting are made to U.S. Weather
Bureau specifications and each thermometer is certified at

four -different temperatures, insuring accuracy to within
0.1 0F.

Two thermometers are mounted almost horizontally,
as illustrated. The upper is A, spirit-filled, minimum-regis-
tering type, reading from -70oF to 100o F, in which the

REMOTE.CONTROL TYPE

Reset From lndoors

Simple to lnstoll

No. l27l A"

I27LA. TIIERMOMETER, Maxirnum'Minimum with
Remote Control, (Taytor). With this instrument the max-

imum and minimum indicators can be reset to the main
indicator from indoors. The thermometer is similar to No.
1271 in all respects except that it incorporates a pneumatic

reset device which is connected by small-diameter plastic

tubing to a button which is to be mounted on a window
framJ. Pressing the button resets the needles. The ther-

mometer may therefore be set well away from the build-
ing for more accurate readings. A 6-inch length of fi"9
*6tul tubing to which the plastic tubing will fit is included
for use where it is desirable to run it through a small hole
in the window sash. A S-foot length of long-lasting plastic

tubing is supplied. Each, $15.00

I 268.

capillary draws a small indicator with it as it moves down
the scale. The support stud can be rotated a quarter turn
to reset the indicator. The lower thermometer is a mercury-
type with constriction, reading from -20oF to 120oF,
mbunted on a shorter support stud to rotate freely for re-
setting. The instrument consists of the two thermometers
and the mounting. Each, $33'00
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RECORDING THERMOMETERS

L320. REC0RDING THERM0METER, or Thermo-
graph, (Taylor). The Thermograph is an excellent bimetal-
lic thermometer element attached to a long indicating arm
and ink stylus which continuously records the temperature
on a chart mounted on a revolving drum. An eight-day,
spring-woryrd clock mechanisnr within the drum drives the
drum one revolution per week. The chart, to be changed
once a week, is divided horizontally into 2-hour intervals
and vertically into 2" F. intervals from 0 o F to 1 00 " F.

A11 parts are enclosed in a gray-enamel, metal case

ECONOMICAL TH ERMOGRAPH

1323. RECORDII'{G THER\{OMETER, "Tempscribe',.
The Tempscribe provides continuous recording of

temperature over a range of -30"F to 120oF on a dial
chart covering a period of one week. It shows the extent
of rise and fall of temperature, the rate of change, and
the time the changes occurrecl. It can be used in- or out-of-
*coors, in refrigerators, or in other enclosures having the
temperature controlled within the range of the instrument.
Its construction is such that it will stand on a desk, can
be hlrg on a wall, or can be conveniently carried.

The unit consists of an B-day, spring-wound clock
rnovement, with revolving dial and reset knob, mounted in
a brown plastic housing. The thermometer element and
recording pen are mounr.ed im a tringed door, the pen mak-
xng contact with the chart when, the door is closed. The
chart is four inches in diamerer and is visible through a
slass window in the door. over*all dimensions: 7vz inihes
high, 51A inches wide, 4Yz inches deep. A bottle of ink
and a box of 100 charts (two-year supply) are included.

1323A. REC'RDTNG r*EnMoM*rflil'.,ffi'r1
scribe", Indoor. This is the same as No. l3z3 except that
its temperature range., is from 40"F-to 100oF.

1,;. Each, $47.00

A
PRECISION

THERMOGR,APH

a

Gives o Permonent
Continuous Record

of
Room Temperotu re

c

Know the
Temperoture Voriotion

in Your
Clqssroom or Loborotory

26x13x16 cm high. The cover is hinged, has a carrying
handle on top and a window in front, and is equipped with
a padlock and duplicate keys. One year's supply of charts
and a bottle of ink are included. Each, 9150.00

1322. THERIIOGRAPH CHARTS. Box containing one
year's supply of charts with range from OoF to 100oF.

Box, $4.00

L326. INK, For Barograph and rhermograph. one-
ounce bottle. Each, $0.7S

FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE

No. I 323.
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l02 HYGROMETERS

WET-AN D-DRY-BULB

LARGE TYPE

Accu rote well-venti lqted Thermometers

HYGROMETERS

COMPACT TYPE

Built-ln Relotive-Humidity Scole

Eliminotes Reference To Tobles

No. 1280.

1280. HYGROMETER, wet'and-Dry Bulb' (Taylor)'

The two thermometers are mounted wittr their bulbs well

away from the back to provide unimpaired circulation of

air. The reservoir for tfr. wet-bulb *ittt is large. enough

not to require frequent filling. Over-all dimensions are

lzxzzx3 cnr. A. leaflei expla"ining relative humidity in

fl x;[''il"*n:x.ii*;*,'T[?'T3''":",11'Je,*:]'l;
Each, $9.00

L,A,RGE-RESERVOIR

No. I28l .

!28L' HYGROMETER' wet'anu-9t' Bulb' (Taylor)'

This compact hygrometer has the two thermometers mount-

ed on a Bakelite frame with a movable cylinder between

them. The relative humidity can be read directly from the

cylinder by rotating it to the column corresponding to the

difference between-the wet-bulb and dry-.b.ulb temptiilYi?;
;r;;'"'6*r"";*9 

^;;ilt.t .. to other iables' The over-all
rr-^t- &ry En

dimensions are 4x6xl inches' Each, $7.50

12gg. \ryrcK. Replacement for wet-and-dry bulb hygrgT
n--r^ &A{r

ygrom-

eters.
Each, $0.15

TYPE- REQUIRES LESS A'TTENTION

lndicotor Shows Relotive Humidity

STA,NDS ON DESK

MOUNTS ON WALL

PORTABLE

L293. HYGR0METER, wet'and'Dry'Br1tb Type',

(Weston). Two dial thermometers, one with a wick attached

to its stem, pioriO" the- wet-and-dry-bulb .temperatures' 
A

sriding indicator mounted belorv the dials indicates percent

relative tr"*iJity o1 its upper scale when the two ther-

mometer readings are t"t it conjunction on the lower

scales. No tables are needed'
: A large-capacity water reservoir for the wick is held

within the metal support, The instrument may be mounted

on a wau or wil stand on a desk. It is 5x4r/zx6r/z inches
Each, $30.00

high.

Slidins

No. I293.
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POCKET TYPE

Simple Humidity colculotor lncorporoted in Cose

No. 1295.

l:95. HYGROMETER, wet-and-Dry-Bulb, "Humidi-
u&"tof'. Two thermometers, one with wick attached to the
: -.b, are mounted within a ventilated celluloid case having
".. i.rding cover. The cover is made in two parts to form;, ,r 3-rule-type of humidity calculator. To use, the wick is: :,-slened, the instrument is waved to cause evaporation,
: : i!\'o thermometer readings are observed, and the cal-

; - r:cr is set accordingly. The relative humidity is then
i::.;ated by the calculator. The case, only 6 inches long,

'* €St-pocket size and provides generous circulation and
- 
* : ie protection against breakage of the thermometer

: -":.r. Instructions are included. Each, $g.90

SL!NG PSYCHROMETERS

No. 1290.

DEW-POl NT H YGROIvtETERS

PRECISION TYPE

Motched Thermometers

Sofety Mounting

Convenient Hondle

Dependoble Reodings

1290, HYGR0METER, sling psychrometer. For rapid
determinations of the wet-and-dry-bulb temperatures, from
which the relative humidity can be derived using tables.
Two thermometers, one wiitr a wick attached to tle bulb,
are mounted on a wood base with a handle and swivel
with which it can be whirled rapidly by hand. The results
obtainable with this type are more accurate than those
obtained with a stationary wet-and-dry-bulb hygrometer.
Instructions are included. Eai[, g11.00

Elementory Type

Economico I

Teoches Bosic Principle

Sufficiently ,Accur.ote For Student Use

L723. DEW-POINT APPARATUS, Simple Form. A
highly polished nickel-plated cylinder 7x3 c* is provided
with inlet and outlet tubes and an aspirator by means of
which air may be rapidly forced through ether or similar
volatile liquid within it. The cooling effect reduces the
temperature until dew forms on the polished surface. A
thermometer, which is not included, immersed in the liquid
then indicates the dew-point temperature. This is an ex-
tremely.simple but very satisfactory means of obtaining the
dew point. Each, $Z.ZS

1723A. REF'ERENCE ATTACHMENT, For Dew-point
Apparatus. For No. 1723. This is a polished nickel-plated
metal strip with a spring by which it is attached to the
cooling chamber, providing an uncooled reference surface.
The contrast between the two surfaces permits more accu-
rate determination of the dew point. Eqch, :$0.75

17238. DEw-PorNT APPARATUS. with Reference
Affachment. consists of No. l7z3 and No. l7z3/'.

Each, $2.95

No. I723, No. 17238.
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HYGROMETER

No. 1726,

!726. f)EW-POINT HYGROMETER, Alluard. For
direct determination of the dew-point temperature, from
which the relative and absolute humidity can be derived'

The apparatus consists of a thin-walled metal chamber in
which ether is rapidly evaporated by passing air through it
until the walls are cooled sufficiently for moisture to
condense on them.

The temperature of the chamber at the instant of dew

formation is indicated by a thermometer submerged in the

ether and viewed through a window in the chamber. A
second thermometer, clamped outside the chamber, in-
dicates room temperature. To aid in detecting the first
appearance of dew, the front sttrface of the chamber is

oi^Urightly polished chrome plate, and on each side, but not
in contaci with it, is a similar bright surface which is not
cooled and therefore provides contrast by remaining free

of dew. An aspirator bulb is attached to the inlet tube which
extends down toward the bottom of the interior of the

chamber. The thermometers are not included. Each, $19.50

RAIN GAUGES

No. I 300. No. I 304.

L300. RArN GAUGE. Up to six inches of rainfall can be

caught and indicated by this all-plastic, weather-resistant

gur!.. The scale is permanently marked on the front sur-

face. Afi.er a rain the neading ii observed and the chamber

emptied and replaced in th; mounting bracket which is

inciuded. Ir is iZU, inches long with a top opening. 2y4

xZYz inches. Each' $4'95

L304. RAIN GAUGE, lVeather-Bureau Type' Made to

U.S. Weather Bureau specifications, this durable, non-

rusting, all-metal gauge consists of a funnel 20 cm in
diameler fitting inio the rop of a cylindri.?l vessel of the

same diameterl The latter contains a smaller vessel into

which the funnel drains. The dimensions of the inner vessel

and of the top opening of the funnel are such that one inch

.of rain will ritt trre inner vessel to a depth of ten inches.

A wood measuring stick, graduated on a 10 to 1 ex-

panded scale and reading to 2.4 inches in 0.01-inch divi-
^riorrr, 

is included. The outer vessel serves to collect over-

flow in the event that rainfall exceeds the capacity of the

inner vessel. lt may also be used separately as a snow

gauge. The over-all height of vessel and funnel is 66 cm.
Each, $23.50

PRECISION DEW.POINT

ffi

CLOUD DEMONSTRATOR

1730. CLOUD-FORLING APPARATUS. The condi-
tions for cloud formation can be clearly demonstrated with
this device. It consists of a glass bulb with two openings,
one having a rubber bulb attached and the other a short
length of''rubber tubing with a tube clamp. To use it, it is

first partially filled with water, smoke from a match is

drawn into itre space above the water, and the clamp is'
then closed. When the rubber bulb is compressed, then
suddenly released, a cloud will form due to condensation
about tfre smoke particles because of the sudden cogling.

Each, $3.35 No. 1730.
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WIND GAUGES--WEATHER
Direct- Reod ing Ho nd-Type

ANEMOMETER

No. 1309.

Sensitive to Slightest ,Air Cu rr,ent

Meqslrres to 3000 Feet Per Minute

Corrying Cose lncluded

1309. ANEMOMETER, f)irect-Reading. Wind velocity
from 0 to 35 miles per hour or from 0 to 3,000 feet per
minute is indicated on the scale of this convenient ane-
mometer. The instrument is useful for measuring air
speeds from fans, in model wind tunnels, and in other
aerodynamic studies

A vane, mounted within a light metal housing for
protection, is turned by wind pressure against spring ten-
sion until the torques balance. It may be used as a contin-
uously indicating meter or, by means of a trigger release,
the vane and scale may be locked at any instant permitting
the scale to be read later. By means of an adjustable handle,
the face of the instrument is to be held at right angles to
the wind direction. A zero adjustment is provided.

The instrument is 4 inches in diarneter and is supplied
in a leather carrying case. Instructions are ilcluded.

Each $37.50

'1.312. ANEMOMETER MODEL. The principle of com-
r'.rercial anemometers is well illustrated by this small class-
:oom model. It has four hemispherical cups mounted at
:he ends of 10:cm arms attached to a hub *^frictt rotates on
:he point of an upright rod. It turns easily in the draft
:rom any electric fan, increasing speed as the speed of the
:en increas€s. A compass is mounted in the 4x6-inch base.
The over-all height is 12 inches. Each, $6.85
13124. WEATHER VAF{E. Intended for permanent
,:,utdoor installation, this all-metal weather uurri is, made
,-'f non-rusting material painted flat black throughout and
; rll give long service. The 18-inch arrow turns with ease
,rr1 a ball bearing well enclosed at the top of the support
,::aft. A set screw prevents the arrow from becoming de-
..;hed. Directional ietters lvz inches high are mounte"d on

:":e support rod. A. bqse plpte ,ard screws are includedj,
Each, $11.50

VANES

Remote- !nd icoting

ANEMOMETER

No. I310.

L310. ANEMONIETER, or Wind Gauge. Wind velocity
may be determined from indoors with this electrically
signaling anemometer. A contactor at the base of the
roiating cups is connected in series with a buzzer and dry
cell which may be located at a distance from the instru-
ment. By pressing a push button to close the circuit, the
number of contacts observed in one minute denotes the
wind velocity in miles per hour. Anyone can use it.

The anemometer consists of three hemispherical cups
mounted at the ends of 12-cm arms supported-at the top bf
a vertical shaft which rotates with very littie friction. The
contactor is enclosed within a housing at the base to which
binding posts are attached. Holes for mounting it on any
vertical surface are provided. All bearings are well en-
closed for protection. The over-all height is 15 inches.

The buzzer, push button, and binding posts are mount-
ed on a separate 4x6-inch base. The buzzer may be oper-
ated from a dry cell or a low-voltage transformer, but
neither is included. Instructions are furnished.

Each, $80.00

cLASSRooM,ANEMoMETER-ALL-METALwEATHERVANE

No. I'3I 2. Nd. l31 2A.
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WEATH E R IN ST R U M ENTS FOR TH E DES K

AIRGUIDE TRIO

BAROMETER

HYGROMETER

THERMOMETER

' ln One Cose

The ldeol lnstrument for
The lnstructor's Desk

I N EX PENS IVE_ACC U RATE-ATTRACTIVE

1251' AIRGUIDE
ometer, hygrometer,
single attractive case
The barometer reads
altitudes up to 3,500

TRIO. The Airguide Trio is a bar-
and thermometer combined in a

particularly well suited for a desk.
in inches and may be adjusted for
feet. The hygrometer indicates rela-

No. 1277A. No. 1279.

1277 A. HYGROMETER. Relative hurnidity is accurately
indicated by this well-constructed instrument. It has a
delicately balanced movement and the dial reads from 5%
to 95%. The case is 12 cm in diameter and has a key
slot in the back for wall mountng.
1279. HYGROMETER-THERMOMETER. The'. long
scales on this larger model help insure more accurate read-
ings. The case is of dark gray plastic 10x10 cm with the
temperature scale on top and the relative humidity scale

tive humidity from 0 to lA\Vo , and the thermometer reads

from 20oF to 120oF. The Airguide Trio makes an ideal
gift for any science teacher. Dimensions, 2lx5x1 3.5 cm
high. Each, $13.50

No. 1279A. No. 12798..

1279A. HYGROMETER-THERMOMETER. An attrac-
tive, direct-reading, desk model in a black plastic case
4xlV+x6 inches high. Relative humidity is indicated in per
cent on the dial at the top and a liquid thermometer is

Each, $6.00 mounted in the lower part. Each, $6.00

12798. HYGROMETER-THERMOMETER. A small,
inexpensive desk model 8x8 cm with a circular scale for
both instruments., the uppef,,-part showing temperature and

No. I25I .

belonr.r:;;' EeCh, $3.50"''"'"^ the lower part the relative humidity. Each, $2.00
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WEATH E R FORECASTING

No, I253.

1253. WEATHER FoREcAsT coMpuTER. This sim-
; ie device, which anyone can use, predicts weather rz to
I I hours in advance with remarkable accuracy. To use it
: f,-e must know the barometric pressure, whether the
::essure is rising or falling, ancl the.direction of the wind.T:e prediction is indicated by setting a dial. The card isr,--l inches with full instructions thereon. Each, $0.2s

No. I3O5.

ii*,,qrS. IYEATHER MAps. Map of the united states,*t - "n -:rg eities and states, for recording weather data. size,* 
* r! -'r inches. package contains 16o maps.

Package, $1.25

;{"eich supplies more aids to the teaching of basic
r ' : iiis than any other laboratory supply house.

'lrar variety is steadi'ly being expanded and ways ol
' :" : *: )ng the teaching eff ectiveness of present equijment

*,*: ::,nstantly sought. Suggestions from teachers are most
rr,, :.,i : rn€ and always receive carelul attention.

Test

for

CARBON DIOXIDE

in the

,ATMOSPHERE

No. 1294.

1294. woLPERT's AIR TESTER, or carbacidometer.
The percent of carbon dixoide in the air can be determined
simply and quickly with this equipment.

It consists of a special graduate into which 2 ml of
a stock solution is placed. Air is then drawn into it by
withdrawing a piston until all color is cleared from tfrl
solution. The position of the piston then indicates on a
scale on the graduate the percent of carbon dioxide present.
The graduate is small enough to carry in a pocket. A z-ml
pipette with rubber bulb ind a supply of chemicals in
capsule form for making the stock iolution are included.
E-tlyl alcohol and dilute hydrochloric acid, usually avail-
able in the laboratory, wili be required. Each , $12.7 s1296. ExrRA CHEMICALS. Replacements for No.
1,294, consisting of six capsules of eaih of the two chem-
icals required to make the stock solution. Set, $O.Ts

Your students will Iike

WELCH

PHYSICS CI.IARTS

A set of

Sixty 29x42-inch Colored Chorts

covering the

PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS

of

GENERAL PHYSICS

Described on poge 391


